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In recent years, more and more people suggest that Evidence Law be enacted. 
Correspondingly, the proof of lawsuit has attracted much attention of the legal 
scholars. The objective-truth theory is the traditional theory, facing much challenge 
now. A new theory, that is, objective-truth theory has rose, which results in the 
theoretical dispute of standard of civil proof in our country. According to the 
objective-truth theory, there is much likelihood of finding out the truths of the case, 
and the standards of the proof in criminal lawsuit should realize the goal that objective 
truth should be found out. One the other hand, according to the legal-truth theory, the 
truth found out in the lawsuit is approximately the objective truth, but isn’t equal to 
that. Therefore, it is enough to find out the legal truth in criminal lawsuit. A meeting 
of minds has not been reached in legal academe. After studying data on it, the writer 
gets a conclusion that both of the theories are not perfect. The objective-truth standard 
is the most perfect one, but there aren’t any corresponding conditions on which the 
objective-truth standard is based in China. Therefore, it is correct to adopt 
objective-truth standard as well as legal-truth standard. What’s more, it is necessary to 
adopt different standards of proof in different phases and on different objective of 
proof in criminal lawsuit. The thesis consists of the parts of preface, text and 
conclusion. The text is divided into four chapters. 
Chapter 1 gives a clear definition to the standard of proof in criminal lawsuit, and 
make out three manifestations of the proof in criminal lawsuit. Chapter 2 introduces 
and compares the standards of criminal proof of two legal systems. Based on the 
analysis of the legal system and theoretical researches on the standards of proof in 
criminal lawsuit, the writer points the defects in the legal system in China, 
constructing the theoretical grounds of the standard of proof in criminal lawsuit in 
China in Chapter 3. Finally, Chapter 4 advances the standards of proof in criminal 
lawsuit that should be adopted in China.  
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